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Abstnlct. A iDrge number of complex networks, both natural and artifIcial, share the presence of
high.!y heterogeneous, scale-free degrec distributiolls. We investigate if two net\\'orks are similar or
not by examining their local characteristics. The local structure of networks is measured b~' counting
the frequency of subgraphs of a given lype. The e"haustil'e search of sub graphs in a large network is
eornputaliorutlly prohibiti"ely expt:nsivc. h,r this rGaSOll the \Vorld Wide Wt:b, social networks, and
biological networks of higher organisms, rt:quirt: the devdopmt:llt of dTkicut hcunstit: appwache:;
allowing counting of sub graphs by an incol11plete scarch.
I !erc \\'e rcporl on tbe comp<lri:;ofl of cffieiencie:; of t\\'o heuristic algorithms, based on random
and preferential ~hoices of the subset ot' studied nodes. [1oth "'ere applied to scale-free networks,
generated using the narahasi-Albert ;dgorithill. to count sub graphs with up to four nodes. The
rnndom method, though simpler, is round to be inaccurate.

1 INTRODUCTION
Complex Networks are evetywhere[J ,2]. Many phenomena in nature can be modeled
as networks, such as brain structures, protein-protein interaction networks, social inter
actions, written human language network [4] and the Tntemet and WVlW [3], All such
systems can be represented in terms of nodes and edges indicating connections between
nodes. For example in science collaboration network nodes represent individual scien
tists which are connected if two of them have written an article together.
An important characteristic of these networks is that they are not random, but have a
rather more structured architecture. The structures ofditTerent networks are very sitllilar
They all have power law degree distribution, i.e. they are scale-free. Further more despite
the large size of these networks there is usually a relatively short patn between any two
nodes. This so called small world property is the best exemplified by the well known
6-degree of separation property of the human friendship network.
Degree distribution, clustering coefficient and the diameter of the network are global
characteristics of the network. The local structure of networks is measured by counting
the frequency of subgraphs of a given type

2 MOTIVATION
Global properties of both artificial and natural networks have been extensively studied.
Similarity of two networks is also subject of research. We investigate if two networks are
similar or not by examining their local characteristics. Finding subgraphs exhaustively
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FIGURE 1.
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Type: or subgraphs up to order rour

in a large network is computationally intenslve. The presence oflarge number of nodes
in real-world networks, such as IT, social and biological networks of higher organisms,
demands developing of heuristic algorithms

3 METHODS
3.1 Definitions
Networks are represented by graphs. A graph is denoted by G, or G(V,F.), where V
is a set of nodes and f: s:; VxV is set of edges of G. The number of nodes IVI is denoted
by n. If there is an edge between nodes 11 and v , than we say that l' is a first neighbor of
node It, and vice versa. The degree of the node, k i is the number of his first neighbors.
A subgraph H(VI ,E,) ofC is a graph whose nodes and edges belong to G,i.e. VI C V
and E 1 C E.,Order of subgraph H, k, IS defined by number of nodes of subset VI There
are different:types of subgraphs of the same order For example, for order three there are
two different types, while for order four there are six of them (Figure I).

3.2 Model Networks
We gener~te networks of interacting nodes using preferential attachment (SF) algo
rithm, introduced by Albert and Barabasi [1]. These networks have power-law degree
distribution"which is well known property of mallY real world networks. The algorithm
of the SF m0del is the following
(1) Growth: Starting with a small number no of nodes, at every time step we add a new
node with m{5:. no) edges that link the new node to m different nodes already present in
the system
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(2) Preferential allm;hment: When choosing the nodes to which the new node con
necls, we assume that the probability n that a new node will be connected to node i
k
depends on the degree ki of node i, such that (q = -'
L,jk j
After t ti me steps this algori thm resul ts in a network wi th n = t + 110 nodes.

rr

3.3 Algorithms
We counted the sLlbgraphs of order up to four using two approaches, random and
preferential In both methods we chose a subset S c V of nodes. We count all the
subgraphs of order three and four that contai,n at leac;t one node from the subset The
way of choosing the nodes in subset.is different for this two approaches. Random method
amounts to choosing nodes at random, with equal probabiltty. It is simpler and faster,
but much less accurate, since ut to 80% of the nodes need to be included in the search in
order to get reasonably good accuracy in estimating the number of subgraphs.
Tn order to improve the 3'lgorithm we need to use the knowledge about global prop
erties of the network. Scale-free networks have power-law degree distribution, which
means tha,t there are few nodes in network with high degree, \vhile most of other nodes
have just IN first neighbors. This means that popular nodes are parts of most of the sub
graphs If we chose node 'With probability which is proportional to its degree n(k;), than
we need to consider less nodes to estimate the number of subgraphs since we will ac
count all of the most important ones. We will spend less time on less important nodes 
an idea closely related to the importance sampling approach in Monte Carlo simulations.
Such preferential algorithm is much faster than random and exact search. In Figure 2 it is
shown that we need typically to search only 20% of the nodes to get an accurate estimate
of the number of subgraphs.
In order to compare these two algorithms we defined, for every type of subgraphs,
ratios ai - ::; (N; is a number of subgraphs of type i obtained by the exact counting, and
r

.

Pi number of subgraphs found by heuristic search algorithm) These ratios are functIOns
of the fraction of searched nodes q

4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Here we repoli on the comparison of efficiencies of two heuristic algorithms, based
on random and preferential choices of the subset of studied nodes. Both were applied to
scale-free networks, generated using the Barabasi-Albert algorithm, to count subgraphs
with up to four nodes. The random method, though simpler, is found to be slower, which
was expected. We used the fact that SF networks have hubs and derived more faster
heuristic algorithm for determination of local properties of complex networks.
One typical case is shown in Figure 2, where the two algorithms were applied to scale
free network with n= 15 000 nodes. It can be seen ,that preferential algorithm essentially
converged to the exact value obtained by exhaustive count already after 20% of the
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FiGURE 2. Dependence 01" the mtio a3 on the frnction of the searched nodes q, for prderenliaJ and
random algorithm~ lor ~cale-I"n;e nclll'orks of size n=15 000. The data is obtained by averaging over 100
ditlcrent nel works. The error bars arc smaller than the ;;ymhols used.

nodes were considered. On the other hand, in order to get an accurate estimate ustng
random algorithm, full 80% of the nodes needed to be searched, which IS not a significant
improvement over exhaustive count.
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